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This puzzle is a continuation of the tribute to the magician Paul Swinford. The following 18 two-letter words use each of the 12 letters of PAUL SWINFORD exactly three times each. The words are to be placed on the nodes of the grid so that each hexagon and each of the three diagonals contain the 12 letters of our honoree’s name.

It is also possible to play a tic-tac-toe game with the tiles where the winner is first to select three tiles with a common letter. Two players alternately choose tiles (either at random or by choice).

Some definitions of the more uncommon words:
LU (chem) Lutetium LI (chem) Lithium PR (chem) Praseodymium
SD South Dakota  SW South West

AW DO DR FA IF IN

LA LI LU NU OF OW

PR PS RN SD SW UP